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Greetings
Welcome to The Ebony Cactus magazine
for September 20, 2003.
In that many of you are new readers,
we thought we would provide
a few hints on the best way to use the magazine.
Hint #1. DOWNLOAD FIRST THEN READ
If it is possible to download the magazine
onto your computer’s desktop
DO SO!
Then reopen using Adobe Acrobat.
You will find this makes the magazine far easier
to read and all of the hyperlinks work.
Also, since the magazine is now on your desktop,
you don’t have to go back to the web to read it and
you can now send it to a friend if you like

Hint #2 USE THE JUMP BUTTONS TO NAVIGATE
The purpose of the Jump Buttons is to
make it easier for you to navigate around the document.
For example, whenever you see the word “INDEX” by itself, click on it and it will
jump you back to the index. Also, the index lines will jump you directly to the
article etc.
Ok, lets try this: Click here----------> *

Excellent!!!
You are now ready to enjoy
this issue of
The Ebony Cactus magazine.
Click here to jump to cover page.

Click here to jump to the index
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Moving Up - New Hires and Promotions
Susan Morris appointed to The Ebony Cactus magazine’s sales team.

Susan Morris has joined the Ebony Cactus Magazine’s Sales and Marketing team. A
native of Phoenix, Susan holds a BS Degree from University of Arizona in Tucson. She
currently is enrolled in a Master’s Program at Arizona State University in Tempe, Arizona.
Morris brings a wide range of knowledge and experience to the company which is
Headquartered in Phoenix. Susan will be responsible for new client sales in Arizona and
in a variety of areas.
To submit announcements contact us at publisher@TheEbonyCactus.com
Index

Introducing

Ebony Cactus Professional Services
for more information, go to page 18
or click here.

Index
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Angienuity
Championing a Program
by Angela Miller-Brooks

The ruin of a nation begins in the home
of its people - Ashanti Epigram
Ever wonder why certain people at “ The Firm” or “ The
Organization” are always asked to “Champion” an
upcoming program? What do these people have that
others don’t? To some degree, these men and women
all possess an analogous character trait: They are
known as “Defenders of the Cause”.
To Champion a program within any organization small
or large, takes a great deal of imagination. One must
also be willing to take on unforeseen risks and be
ready to change at a moment’s notice, if the
expectation is to meet and exceed set goals. As a
Champion, one of the most important things to be
aware of is that it’s imperative to gain the respect and
allegiance of program participants. Company CEOs
and board members change the course of their
businesses from year to year. They understand that
to do so means growth, if it’s done effectively and
efficiently. Therefore keeping the lines of
communication with program participants is essential.
As a former Senior Trainer for a Fortune 100 Total
Quality Leadership program, I know all too well that
championing a new and undocumented program can
be a complicated situation to be in. Here are some
things to keep in mind: If you have be prompted to
such a position, you must be willing to make choices.
There is little room for ambivalence. In meeting
program success, know when and how to take the
difficult road ( the earlier the better) when no one else
can see the forest for the trees. This will be your
greatest strength.
Additionally, expect to fail. Mistakes are how we
perfect the processes in our businesses or
organizations. One of my favorite empowerment
coaches, Tony Robbins, once said that we meet
failure seven out of ten times while reaching a goal. I
believe this and have put this theory to the test. Seek
out partners for your success. Don’t be afraid to go
outside of your organization to do so. Do you think
everyone who lead a successful program did it alone?
Don’t be fooled. They’ve simply chosen not to kiss
and tell. Lastly, know your limits. If you’re expected
to champion a program and are not capable nor
interested, then don’t take on the role no matter how
much you think it’ll promote your success initiatives.
Your heart won’t be in it, you’ll be miserable and your
career could suffer for it. Be patient. An effective
Champion must know how to do this well. The right
program will come along. They always do. Dream Big!

Living in America
Moving forward
by George B. Brooks, Jr. Ph.D
Welcome to the September 20th 2003 edition of The
Ebony Cactus magazine. Since the
magazine’s conception four years ago
and its entrance into the world of the
Internet, it has been quite a ride. Over
the past couple of months we have
introduced a number of innovations
that build on our foundation of solid
useful information:
1. Our Editorial Calendar for the
next three months is now available on
page 28. The theme for this edition for
example, is Minority Business
Advocates. Our editorial calendar is
also an invitation for those of you with
specialized products to sponsor these
editions through focused advertising.
2. Special editions allows us to
address unique issues that can not be planned for but,
would be of critical interest to our readers. Our first one
focusing on “Celebrations” back in August of 2003 was
very successful and continues to be downloaded
heavily. Our next will come next week with a focus on
the Los Angeles Black Business Expo and Trade Show.
3. Regional focus . As many have noted, we are
slowly expanding our coverage across the Nevada,
Arizona and Southern California region. The reason for
this is simple. Business across this area is closely
connected. Though the cities are physically separated
by hundreds of miles, what occurs in one is echoed
across the others. Conversely, though no city is an
island, all hold unique resources that may provide
solutions worth knowing about to business challenges
and opportunities in the other areas. Connecting these
dots is the mission of The Ebony Cactus magazine and
also a driving force for the creation of Ebony Cactus
Professional Services (next bullet).
4. Ebony Cactus Professional Services is our
response to a chorus of requests for information and
assistance beyond what we present in the magazine.
Through EC Professional Services we will be able to
connect the people with resources, knowledge and
skills with those who need their abilities across a three
state region. In a sense, through The Ebony Cactus
magazine, we have always been advocates for small
business. Now we can do more. Please click here or go
to page 18 for more information.
As time progress we will continue to expand and
improve our services to you. Enough for now, on with
the show.

Index
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throughout the world. Black Wealth Network
(www.bwnonline.com) is an online investment
service for African Americans.

TECNews
BLACK WEALTH NETWORK EXPANDS
REACH WITH FOUR NEW PARTNERS
Cleveland, OH - Black Wealth Network
(www.bwnonline.com), an online investment
service empowering African Americans of all
income levels to create wealth for current and
future generations, today announced that Black
Wealth Network membership and services are
available through four dominant Web sites for
African Americans. C a l l a n d P o s t . c o m ,
EverythingBlack.com, FraserNet.com
and N u b o n y x . c o m are now hosting and
promoting membership in Black Wealth Network.
Direct access to Black Wealth Network's
investment opportunities is expanded to
thousands of potential new members as a result
of the relationships. The partners represent
some of the most established online resources
and communities for African Americans on the
Web.
"We feel it is important to provide our community
with cutting-edge economic opportunities," said
P a t ri ck M cE lro y , p re s id e n t o f
EverythingBlack.com. Black Wealth Network
is providing tools to increase the collective
knowledge and wealth of African Americans and
we're proud to be among the first to provide it.

Index

Launched in May of this year, Black Wealth
Network provides its members with unique
wealth building tools, including one-stop access
to African American managed mutual funds for
ultra-low fees with no minimum investment
requirements. Membership is $4.99 per month
for unlimited transactions, with no transaction
costs or commissions. "These four initial
partners are key supporters of our mission, and
we're fortunate to have them on board to help
launch our services," said Steve Washington,
founder and managing director of Black Wealth
Network. "Our presence will continue to expand
in the coming months through additional
partnerships with other African American
businesses and provider partners."
Black Wealth Network's mission is to make
investment opportunities and wealth creation
affordable and accessible to African Americans
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(This information was distributed
BlackPR.com/BlackNews.com)
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INTERVIEW SENSATION TAVIS SMILEY
COMES TO PBS WITH NEW WEEKNIGHT
TA LK SH OW
PR O D U C E D
BY
KCET/HOLLYWOOD
Los Angeles, CA - KCET/Hollywood teams with
veteran interviewer Tavis Smiley for a new national
late-night talk show on PBS, the half-hour series
will premiere in January 2004, and air week nights
in the PBS line-up that also includes The Charlie
Rose Show. The Tavis Smiley show, taped at
KCET studios, will be the first West Coast talk
show for PBS.
The first African American to have his own
signature talk show in the history of NPR, Tavis
Smiley was selected by Time as one of America's
50 most promising young leaders and dubbed by
Newsweek as one of the “twenty people changing
how Americans get their news.” On his NPR
show, Smiley has interviewed newsmakers and
personalities from George W. Bush and Bill Clinton
to Halle Berry and Bill Maher. Prior to NPR, Smiley
hosted the award-winning BET Tonight with Tavis
Smiley on Black Entertainment Television.
The Tavis Smiley program on PBS will feature a
unique mix of news and pop culture to combine for
one thought-provoking and entertaining program.
It will be a hybrid of news, issues and
entertainment, featuring interviews with
newsmakers, politicians, celebrities and real
people. “Our mission is to empower people,”
explains Smiley. “Our series will cover everything - politics, money, relationships, race, class, culture
and more. If it's being discussed -- or better yet, if
it's not -- we'll be talking about it and we'll be
breaking news.”
“Tavis has brought interviewing to a wonderful
height,” says Mary Mazur, KCET executive vice
president, programming and production. “Since
his premiere on NPR, his fast-paced, intelligent
no-nonsense style has attracted a new, diverse
audience. His perspectives, insights and energy
make him a perfect partner for KCET. Tavis is the
right talent to bring the vitality of the West Coast to
a national interview series.”

News Continued on page 26
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NATIONAL ASSOCIATION for the
ADVANCEMENT of COLORED PEOPLE
EAST VALLEY NAACP BRANCH
Ahwatukee, Apache Junction, Chandler, Gilbert Mesa,
Scottsdale, Tempe, Queen Creek
P.O. Box 5024*Mesa, Arizona 85211-5024
Telephone: (602) 230-5394 * Fax (480) 832-2762
E-MAIL: newevnaacp@yahoo.com

HAVING OUR SAY - A
VOICE FOR JUSTICE
The East Valley Branch of the NAACP
cordially invites you to our
7th ANNUAL FREEDOM FUND BANQUET
Celebrating Forty Years of Service to the East Valley Community

Friday, October 3, 2003
6:30 P.M.
CHAPARRAL SUITES RESORT SCOTTSDALE
5001 N. Scottsdale Rd., Scottsdale, Arizona

Honorary Chairperson
The Honorable Mary Manross, Mayor of the City of Scottsdale
Planning Committee Chair: Reginald Cooke, Esq
$75/person $750/table of ten
$65 East Valley Member
$100/person (includes $30 membership & magazine
subscription)

Please call (602) 230-5394 (hotline) or
(480) 464 1808 to RSVP
“Colored People” come in all colors
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BizNet Calendar
Arizona
September 26
Phoenix- Doing More Business Through Networking" seminar, 9:30 a.m. - 12:30 p.m.
Greater Phoenix Chamber Boardroom, 201 N. Central Ave., 27th Floor.*

October 1-4, 2003
United States Hispanic Chamber of Commerce (USHCC) 24th Annual National
Convention and Business Expo, in Phoenix, Arizona. Over the years, the USHCC Convention
has grown in attendance and in the diversity of opportunities it offers the Hispanic business community.
This year’s theme, "Maximizing Performance for Economic Success," truly reflects the powerful role of
Latinos in the worlds of commerce, trade, education and technology. Together with the Arizona
Hispanic Chamber of Commerce and Tucson Hispanic Chamber of Commerce, participants will
experience four days of learning, information sharing and networking. Make plans to also attend the
Fiesta hosted by the local chambers on Thursday evening. Visit ushcc.com/ for more information.

October 3, 2003
East Valley (Ahwatukee, Chandler etc) NAACP’s 7th Annual Freedom Fund Banquet
Chaparral Suites Resort, Scottsdale Arizona. Advertising opportunities for the souvenir booklet remain
available for full page ($300) through 1/8th page ($75) and the Patron’s List. Please direct all questions
to Mr. Archie Welch (480) 797-4892 (cell) or (480) 464-1808 (E.V. NAACP Office)

October 24
Dr. Joel P. Martin Presents: The Empowered Entrepreneur Workshop Phoenix- October
24, 25, 26. This 3 day workshop is to be held at the Phoenix Crowne Plaza Hotel North Metrocenter.
The address is 2532 W. Peoria Avenue , Phoenix, Az. 85029. The cost to attend is $300.00.
Discounts for participating organizations. To reserve a space or for more details call: 602-943-2341 or
visit www.triadwest.com.

October 25
Hispanic Women's Corporation 16th Annual Hispanic Women's Conference PhoenixOctober 25 - 26. Exhibitors, Sessions and More- Honorary Chair , Governor Janet Napolitano. This
event will be held at the Phoenix Civic Plaza. For more information visit www.hispanicwomen.org.

November 1
PHOENIX Business Journal Present: Business-to-Business Trade Show. Sheraton
Crescent Hotel. The hotel is located at: 2620 W. Dunlap Avenue in Phoenix. Time, 8:00 am to 2:30 pm.
The Keynote speaker: Wayne F. Stutzer. Mr. Stitzer is Senior Vice President - Financial Consultant with
RBC Dain Rauscher and 620 KTAR Newsradio Talk Show Personality/Host on "Financial Impacts in
Business."

*Some fees may be associated with Phoenix Chamber of Commerce events, workshops, etc.; Please
call (602) 495-2195 OR visit http://www.phoenixchamber.com/out_Events.cfm for more
information.

Index
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Continued on the next page
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Continued from previous page

California
October
Southern California Minority Business Development Council. Save the date: October 9th,
OCPC Monthly Business Exchange in Orange County; October 15th, OCPC Feedback Forum in
Orange County; October 24 OCPC Advisory Board Meeting Grainger. Santa Ana, CA . For more
information e-mail: info@scmbdc.org.

October 9
Southern California Minority Business development Council (SCMBDC) Economic
Development Corporate Leadership Award Dinner . The Beverly Hills Hotel Beverly Hills, CA. For more
information contact: SCMBDC Headquarters, 515 S. Flower St. Ste. 1301 Los Angeles, CA 90071.
Phone:213-689-6960 Fax:213-689-1707 E-Mail: info@scmbdc.com.

October 17
AABWV Prayer Breakfast & Business Networking Mixer San Diego - (Mission Valley).
7:00-9:30am. Quality Resort, 875 Hotel Circle South. The African American Business Women of
Vision (AABWV) invite the men & women of the community to join us at our Monthly Prayer Breakfast &
Business Networking Meeting. Registration 6:30 am - 7:00 am; Prayer, Program, Networking & Expo 79:30am. $20 if paid in advance; $25 at door without reservations . Breakfast and vendor table $40.
Guest Speaker and Topic: TBA. For more information, contact: Dee Sanford at
deesanford@aol.com or 619-263-6868.

Nevada
November
Professional Black Women's Alliance Las Vegas: The group meets on the second Saturday of
every month at the West Las Vegas Library. Location: 951 W. Lake Mead. For more information
contact: 702-631-0000.

November 1
Nevada Minority Purchasing Council Presents 9th Annual Minority Business Opportunity
Day and Trade Fair. Las Vegas- November 1. Location: Stardust Resort and Casino. 3000 Las
Vegas Blvd. South For more information call: 702-894-4477 or visit www.nmsdc.org.

Introducing

Ebony Cactus Professional Services
for more information, click here.

Index
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Advertisement For Pre-Qualification
Pre-qualification applications are currently being accepted by Austin Commercial to participate in the bidding opportunities
for the construction work associated with the Phoenix Sky Harbor Rental Car Center project.
To be considered for bidding opportunities on this project, each subcontractor/vendor should meet Austin Commercials
“Pre-Qualification Requirements”. City of Phoenix certified M/WBE contractors are encouraged to submit pre-qualification
information in advance so any additional information that may be required can be addressed prior to bid day. Contractors
and vendors may complete a pre-qualification questionnaire by going on-line at www.austin-ind.com or by contacting
our office at 602-267-1761.
Delaying the pre-qualification process could result in missed bid opportunities. Completion of the pre-qualification
questionnaire does not guarantee that the applicant will be placed on Austin Commercials bid list or selected, but will start
the process of consideration for bidding opportunities that match up with qualifications.
The following is a list of tentative bid package release dates for potential bidding opportunities:
GMP & Submittal Packages

Date of Packages

Pre-Bid Conference

GMP #3 - Amendment #2: Package A.3
Offsite Water
Offsite Streets
Communications Conduit
Traffic Controls
Site Power (for APS)
Bldg. Fdn./Tunnel/UG Elec.

8/27/03

9/11/03

GMP #4 - Amendment #3: Package B.1
CSB / Garage Frame Phased Review
Central Plant Fdn/UG Plumbing
GMP #5 - Amendment #4: Package B.2
CSB / Garage
Onsite Roads
Landscaping

Bids Due
9/16/03

10/6/03

10/17/03

10/31/03

11/24/03

12/12/03

12/23/03

The Ebony Cactus magazine
A New Perspective on Business

www.TheEbonyCactus.com
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Connecting.the.Dots
A small business is not unlike a young child. If it is
to prosper, it must be nurtured. It must learn its
place in the world. It must understand how to do its
job well. Most importantly, like any child it can only
do these things under the watchful eyes of caring
adults while interacting on the playground with its
peers. This youthful and hopeful metaphor well
describes the role of the Minority Business
Advocacy organization. These groups serve as
the grounds where small businesses can be
nurtured and groomed for success.

Like charter schools, all have unique focuses.
Some encourage business with a particular skill
say, construction. Others look at all small
businesses. The few we have chosen to profile
in this issue all focus on the health and well
being of minority businesses. This list of five
organizations is by no means exclusive. For
example in previous issue we have profiled the
Tucson Black Chamber of Commerce (Vol 1 #
1), the Minority Business Development Agency
of the U.S. Department of Commerce (August
03 Special Issue), and the San Diego
Regional African American Chamber of
C o m m e r c e (Vol. 2 # 12). There are many
others and we will discuss them in the fullness of
time. For now however, we focus on the
following five:
•
•
•
•
•

The Arizona Hispanic Chamber of
Commerce (Phoenix Arizona)
The Associated Minority Contractors of
America (Phoenix Arizona)
The Black Contractors Association
(BCA) (San Diego California)
The Greater Phoenix Black Chamber of
Commerce (Phoenix Arizona)
The United States Hispanic Chamber of
Commerce (Washington D.C.)

Though each of these groups approach
problems from divergent points, they all have
essentially the same goal, to support and
promote minority business. Each has done a
good job in a unique way and the diversity of
cultural background yields unique solutions. The
challenge for these organizations now in this
third year of the third millennia, is how to work to
synergize their resources toward the common
good while keeping their foundational identities
that have kept them strong for so long. I think
George Herrera, President of the U.S. Hispanic
Chamber of Commerce said it best when
speaking of the Black and Hispanic business
communities (full interview on page 22):

Cody Williams President and CEO of the Greater
Phoenix Black Chamber of Commerce and George
Herrera President and CEO of the U.S. Hispanic
Chamber of Commerce

“It is very important for us to be building bridges
and bring our two communities together. If we
did, we would have a combined purchasing
power of over one trillion dollars
($1,000,000,000,000).” We need to leverage
this tremendous buying power to engage
corporate America into reciprocal business
relationships.

Index

He is correct. Enjoy the issue and if you have
not already, join your local association. It will be
worth your while.
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Phoenix Arizona

Associated
Minority
Contractors of
America
Carlos Avelar Executive Director
802 N. 5th Avenue
Phoenix, Arizona
85003
Office:602-495-0026
Fax 602-495-9943
amca@qwest.net
www.amcaaz.com

If you just look at
the statistics within 5
years 50% of the
small businesses
started today will go
under. If you are
talking about
minority
businesses, that
statistic shoots up
to about 65%. What
we want to do is try
to level the playing
field and provide as
many business
resources as
necessary.

Index

The Associated Minority
Contractors of America
(Phoenix Chapter) is one
of the older and more
established of the minority
advocacy agencies in
Arizona. We recently had
the pleasure of discussing
the organization with its Executive Director Carlos Avelar.

What is AMCA?

AMCA is a non-profit trade association of
minority contractors and sub-contractors all involved in construction.
We have about 100 members. One of the things we are very active in is
serving as advocates for minority business in a number of upcoming
high profile public works projects. The reason we take a very proactive
approach is that we don’t want a repetition of what happened with Bank
One Ballpark that had almost no local minority business participation in
its construction. We are involved in such things as the Tourism and
Sports Authority, Phoenix Civic Plaza expansion, the Sky Harbor
International Airport Rental Car Facility and the Light Rail. We are a
founding member of the Minority Business Input Committee for the
Light Rail. That committee is made of the AMCA, the Greater Phoenix
Black Chamber of Commerce, the Hispanic Chamber of Commerce, the
National Center for Native American Enterprise Development, the
Asian Chamber of Commerce, Women in Construction. Over time, we
have evolved as an advisory committee to the Light Rail to insure we
have the fair share of local minority business participation in that project.
We are working with local private corporations such as Vestar
Development which is one of the largest organizations developing
commercial properties, such as shopping malls, in the State. We are
working with them to insure we have local minority participation in
construction. Based on where they are located, these types of
developments impact the minority community. However we don’t
receive any benefit from the construction and development
expenditures that are made.

Continued on the next page
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AMCA continued from the previous page

AMCA Executive Director Carlos Avelar

Basic Functions :

Advocacy is one, training is the other. We have developed a series of
workshops and seminars tailored to the minority contracting/small business community on things that
other business people may take for granted. For example workshops on “how to market your business,
bonding, and how to find financing for the expansion of your business.” We also focus on preventing
sexual harassment. A law suit of that type can destroy a small business. Avoiding these pitfalls is a step
in the right direction because as minority businesses, we are already facing an uphill battle. If you just
look at the statistics, within five years fifty percent of the small businesses started today will go under. If
you are talking about minority businesses, that statistic shoots up to about 65%. What we want to do is
try to level the playing field and provide as many business resources as necessary.

Guiding Philosophy: Economic empowerment will eventually lead to political empowerment and
growth. Primarily because minority businesses have a tendency to hire from within in the minority
community. So, when we have a successful small/minority business, it has a direct impact on the
minority community overall. So we strive to help our companies succeed and to take them to that next
level. We want to take mom and pop operations from four employees to ten employees. From ten
employees to twenty then to fifty and so on. This way we are not just impacting one family but fifty. This
causes a ripple effect that can be felt all across the community at large.

Index

AMCA continued on page 26
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San Diego
California
Black
Contractors
Association
Abdure-Rahim
Hameed
President/CEO
6125 Imperial
Avenue
San Diego
California
Founded 1982
www.bcasd.org
bca@bcasd.org
Office:
619-263-9791
Fax:
619-263-6865
San Diego California is a booming city. Billions of dollars have been dedicated to the
redevelopment of downtown, the light rail and new construction on the colleges and
universities. The more minority owned businesses can work together to empower each
other and build their individual capacities, the greater the opportunity to take part in this
growing economy. Located in San Diego California, the Black Contractor Association
(BCA) represent one such effort. The BCA provides a resource for the private and public
sectors to obtain qualified independent contractors in a wide variety of fields.” The BCA
also hosts a number of services including a plan reading room for member and an
apprenticeship training center for its members and public use.

Fulfilling Needs
According to Founder Abdure-Rahim Hameed, “The Black Contractors Association
(BCA) was created 20 years ago as an advocacy organization dedicated to helping to
correct the historical imbalances in the construction industry. “There was an imbalanced
playing field where the “traditional process” of entering into business, obtaining start-up
capital and developing professional contacts and winning contracts was not working for
African Americans in San Diego.
Since that time, with a generous grant from the City of San Diego and land from an
anonymous donor, the BCA established a headquarters where a number of significant
programs are housed including:
•
•
•
•
•
•

16

$700,000 HUD grant for training.
Space for offices.
A state of the art construction lab and computer lab (can accommodate 25
students) Note: students in the apprenticeship program constructed the lab.
The only State approved African American apprenticeship program in the nation.
A multipurpose room.
Black contractors consortium consulting firm.

Continued on
the next page

Index
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BCA continued from the previous page

Abdure-Rahim and Janiece Hampton-Hameed and Cornerstone Magazine

YouthBuild
YouthBuild USA is a comprehensive youth and community development program as well as an
alternative school. Youth Build is designed to run on 12-month cycles. It offers job training,education,
counseling, and leadership development opportunities to unemployed and out-of-school young
adults, ages 16-24. This is done through the construction and rehabilitation of affordable housing in
their own communities.

WIN
“San Diego does not have a very aggressive equal opportunity contractor program.” According to
Hameed. “What we have found that has been working to the betterment and the benefit of the small
contractor is the positive relationships we have fostered with large San Diego and nationally based
contractors. With support from the National Association of Minority Contractors to bridge the gaps, we
created a program called Working Individual Needs (WIN) where we host workshops and mixers where
small and large contractors mix to breakdown some of the historical and stereotypical barriers.”

Cornerstone Magazine

Index

Published twice a year, Cornerstone is a national magazine that will focus on African American
contractions nationally. “The magazine is our voice and our perspective in the Black construction
industry. We want to highlight the successful Black contractors like the Herman Russells (Chairman H. J.
Russell & Company Atlanta Ga). We want to do this so our young people will be inspired to achieve.”

BCA continued on page 26
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Introducing
Ebony Cactus Professional Services
Building bridges to what your business can be!
TEC@TheEbonyCactus.com
602-821-8191

Business
Management
Business Plans
Financial Plans
Capacity Building
B2B/B2C Connections
Partnering
Advocacy
Win/Win Solutions

18

Human Resources

Marketing/Media

Customer/Employee
Appreciation
Training
OSHA

Newsletter Production
WEB Site Development
News Release Development
Editing
Event Planning
Trade Shows
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Phoenix Arizona

Greater Phoenix
Black Chamber of
Commerce
Cody Williams, President/CEO
125 E. Washington
Phoenix, Arizona 85004
Phone: 602-307-5200
Fax: 602-307-5204
www.PhoenixBlackChamber.com
info@phoenixblackchamber.com

The Greater Phoenix Black
Chamber of Commerce (GPBCC)
is the principle representative
body for African American small
business in the Phoenix
metropolitan area. Lead by Cody
Williams, the Chamber is
prospering. An Arizona native and
former Phoenix City Councilman,
Williams sees the roles of the
GPBCC and minority business
from a unique vantage point.

Goals: The GPBCC has a goal
of assisting its membership by
providing knowledge on how to be better business people, that is financially, as an employer, as a
marketer, as a provider of quality goods and services. We become promoters of those businesses. We
assist them primarily by introducing them to those people who actually have the resources to purchase
their goods and services. It is important for us to distinguish, that any one can pick up the yellow pages,
call a number and never reach the individual they really need to talk to. It is our hope that we have the
capability of putting them in front of the right people to make decisions. Finally, we provide them with
community outlets for their non-business time. There are events, mentoring time and community
activities. We feel it is our responsibility to assist them in really finding out what is going on.
Types of Business Represented:

As far as business type, it’s easy to distinguish 3 major
business categories our members fall in. We have our business to business members. These are folk
who have a good or service that they wish to sell to another business. For example, if you are a janitorial
service and you do commercial buildings then you wish to meet people who lease out or own or operate
corporate space. Then there are business to consumer entities. Those are the people who may own a
restaurant and want to sell food to an individual, a church or a business. Their business is not confined
to corporate transactions but instead, selling a product to the general public.
Index

Continued on the next page
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Continued from the previous page
Then we have our corporate members, who in many cases are looking to add diversity to their vendor
base. They may be people who have a particular social consciousness that they have received from
their board of directors or their CEO. They are individuals who have the capacity to offer our members
services at a discounted prices. For example, Enterprise will rent a car to members with a 15% discount.
KB Homes offers a member of this Chamber 1% off an agreed upon home sales price. Our smaller
members also offer discounts to fellow chamber members.

Breadth of Income:
The breadth of income is
vast. We have some
members that are living
check to check. They are
on commission sales or
don’t get paid till they
perform a particular service.
Some of those people are
very new so their income
streams are very, very
small. We also have a
number of businesses who
have grown from $50K a
year to netting over a
million dollars a year. They
have
done
so
by
continuing to grow in a very
planned and polished way
instead of haphazardly.
They provide services to
government entities as well as private sector entities. We have in our data base somewhere around 300
members who do more than 150 different things.

Needs of the membership :

Index
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The greatest need for any of our members is confidence. I think
there are people who are confident today, but they need to be reminded that they do have good
services and good products. They need to understand how to be successful in getting the word out. If
they are already outgoing, they need to know how to capture the difference between being just
talkative to being informative. The various events we put on monthly including our education
workshops, our networking vehicles, our morning breakfasts and our evening networking meetings, are
designed to give people confidence. There are those who would speak about their business for five
seconds. After four meetings, they are getting out in 30 seconds what would take an hour for others to
do. We provide a nurturing environment for them to hone their skills, so when they step out into that
business environment, they know that they can do it.
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Phoenix Arizona

Arizona Hispanic
Chamber of
Commerce
Harry Garewal President and
CEO
http://www.azhcc.com/
255 E Osborn, Suite 201
Phoenix, Arizona 85012
Phone: (602) 279-1800 Fax:
(602) 279-8900
info@azhcc.com
Mr. Harry Garewal is the new
President and CEO of the Arizona
Hispanic Chamber of Commerce
(AzHCC). A Phoenix resident
since. 1970, he started out his
career as a field hand at age 12 in
Southern California and had been
pretty much on his own since age
13. “I was very fortunate to have
been directed toward a program
that got me a music and academic
scholarship to Arizona Western
College in Yuma where I did my
Associates Degree in computer programming.
I’ve worked in manufacturing, aerospace and
have been involved in startups and turn-arounds
in Phoenix. I did most of my undergrad work at
ASU with a BS in Engineering Technology. After
completing that program, I continued on and was
able to finish my MBA from the University of
Phoenix. President and CEO of the AzHCC is
about the seventh or eighth career change in my
life.”

AzHCC Goals: We have identified a three
pronged approach that the Chamber will be
going in. Procurement opportunities for
our members: We need to provide those
opportunities for all minorities so they may get a
foot hold to be able to climb to the next level.
Opportunities that are out there right now
include Rio Saldo, Light Rail, the Civic Plaza, the
Cardinals Stadium, the $700 million in capital
improvement the city has scheduled. I think the
we will really be able to tap into those
opportunities for our members.

Harry Garewal AzHCC President and CEO
Public Policy: The second prong includes
public policy. About a year and a half ago the
Chamber began to look at getting involved with
public policy positions that are required for us to
be able to advance the needs of the community.
We are in discussions with John McCain, Jim
Kolbe and Jeff Flake to provide them some insight
to our positions on the Immigration Bill pending in
Congress. We believe all business are going to be
impacted the immigration issue. There are a lot of
jobs that are being held by new arrivals that are
helping to support our economy in Arizona. This is
very true from industries ranging from hospitality to
agriculture.
We must take a balanced approach. Our
membership is very diverse. We have large
corporations and first generation business owner
so we must look at all issues from all sides.

Index

Continued on the next page
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Continued from the previous page
Education. Under the Public Policy Committee we also have an Education Committee. We are looking
seriously at how we can improve the educational opportunities for Hispanic students. Hispanics are over
represented in drop outs and teen pregnancy. An additional trend that is starting to emerge is a
significant increase in the number of HIV/AIDS cases in the Hispanic community. On the local level, our
legislature generally gets between 1,200 and 1,300 bills submitted per year. Of those, nearly 300 are
education related. Because of this, I am also a non-paid lobbyist at the State and Federal level, so I
understand how the processes work and what it takes to make bills successful.

Membership: We have about 600 members at any given time. We have approximately 25 members
at our “Los Amigos” level which are generally top corporations within the state. The regular members are
from first generation business owners, which do $50 to $100K per year, to far more experienced and
larger organizations doing as much as $26 million per year.
Services: Part of the culture in the Hispanic community is to be social, so networking is an important
aspect for that is how we do business. Therefore breaking some bread and enjoying some beverages
is how we build business relationships. Its also one of our major events that we do on a monthly basis. A
great networking opportunity is the Arizona Fiesta on October 2nd. Tickets are available on line at www.
Azhcc.com.

United States Hispanic Chamber of Commerce 24th National
Convention Phoenix, Arizona Oct 1-4 2003
U.S. Hispanic Chamber of Commerce
George Herrera President and CEO
United States Office:
2175 K Street NW, Suite 100
Washington, DC 20037
Phone: (202) 842-1212
Fax : (202)842-3221
www.ushcc.com
The Arizona Hispanic Chamber of Commerce has been chosen as the host for the 24th Annual National
Convention and Business Expo of the United States Hispanic Chamber of Commerce. This unique
opportunity for the chapter, the city and local minority entrepreneurs, for the Phoenix will be in the
national spotlight.

Index

Recently the National President and CEO George Herrera, came to visit Phoenix for a site visit and the
opportunity to network with local members and with members of related organizations. The Ebony
Cactus was pleased to meet him at a meeting of the Greater Phoenix Black Chamber of Commerce and
to learn more about the upcoming conference:

Continued on the next page
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Continued from the previous page

of these businesses including debt capital and
also investment capital. Unfortunately, minorities
are non-players in equity markets. Therefore what
we have done is develop strategic initiatives that
address the issues of access to private capital and
business opportunities. We have a purchasing
power of 560 billion dollars. With so much money
to spend, we are not seeing a reciprocal business
relationship with corporate America. If we are
good enough to buy it, we are good enough to
be part of the process that brings the product to
market. For example if we represent of 14% of car
sales, we should have more than 1.5% Hispanic
dealers. We seek to engage corporate America in
a dialog to change these inequities and have true
reciprocal relationships.

Growth:

We have 103 chambers throughout
the United States including Puerto Rico and
Hawaii, representing the interests of more than
450 thousand Hispanic business owners. It’s a
huge number that is growing. Right now, 70% of
all Hispanic businesses reside in either California,
Texas, Illinois, Florida and New York, as of 1998.
What you are seeing now is a migration of
Hispanics into the non-traditional communities.
The result of this migration is new chapters being
created in non-traditional areas such as North
Carolina, Alabama and Arkansas and Portland
Oregon.
George Herrera USHCC President & CEO

Goals: This is the 24 Annual Convention of the
United States Hispanic Chamber of Commerce
(USHCC) and will bring together 6,000
entrepreneurs, Hispanic business executives
and leaders from Fortune 500 companies to talk
about the evolution of Hispanic business and the
issues that are confronting the business
community. This years event takes place October
first though fourth in Phoenix Arizona. This years
Honorary Chairman is Jim Padilla who is the
President and CEO of Ford in North America.
This year we are going address such subjects as
access to capital, access to business and
procurement opportunities in the public and
private sector, and issues that confront women
entrepreneurs. The Hispanic business
community is the fastest growing sector of the
small business community in the nation and that
growth is being driven by female/Latina
entrepreneurs. They have created nearly
590,000 new businesses. That surge in business
activity forces us to continue to face barriers
including access to capital to finance the growth

Why Phoenix?: We are broken up into six
regions across the country and we rotate the
meeting locations among them. We plan out five
years ahead of time and we have cities that want
to host us compete. Phoenix was an ideal city
due to the tremendous growth of the Hispanic
population and business community. Phoenix
competed with Denver and other cities and was
selected by the board. This has been a great
choice for us. Mayor Rimza and Governor
Napolitano have been great. We have a very
strong Arizona Hispanic Chamber of Commerce
with chapters in Phoenix and Tucson. We expect
4,000 to 6,000 participants to attend.
Reaching out:

I think that we need to
understand that many of the social/economic
issues that are faced by Hispanic business are
unfortunately shared by our Brothers and Sisters
in the African American community. It is my strong
belief that the answer to the social ills facing the
two communities can best be faced by
empowering them economically.

Index

Continued on page 26
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renovating your home, or taking a vacation.

Mapping Your Financial
Future with an Annual
Review
By Jeffrey C. Cleveland
see bio on page 4
During the course of your lifetime you will most
likely be involved in a variety of complex financial
activities, such as budgeting, saving for certain
goals, participating in one or more retirement
savings plans, and tax planning. Although you
probably review parts of your financial picture
from time to time, such as when you renew your
insurance policies or file your income taxes, it is
worthwhile to take a close look at your overall
financial position at least once each year. A
comprehensive annual review provides an
excellent opportunity to reassess your financial
decisions, measure your progress, and make
any necessary adjustments.
Routes to Security
As you navigate through life, here are some
areas to consider:
Analyze your cash flow. How does your income
compare to your expenses? If your income
exceeds your expenses, you have a positive
cash flow. If your income is less than your
expenses, you have a negative cash flow. A
positive cash flow indicates that you may have
excess funds available to save. A negative cash
flow can be a red flag that you should reorganize
your budget and reduce or eliminate any
unnecessary expenses.

Index
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Earmark funds for special goals. How will you
achieve special financial goals? For each aim you
hope to accomplish, project the cost, estimate
how long it will take to reach your goal, and
identify an appropriate funding mechanism
(taking a loan, scheduling savings, or liquidating
assets). It is also important to prioritize your
goals. Begin by setting aside an emergency
fund to cover three to six months’ worth of
expenses. Next, establish savings for essentials
such as a down payment on a first home or a
child’s college education. Finally, plan for
nonessentials, such as replacing a vehicle,

Provide for retirement. Will you have enough
money to retire comfortably when the time comes?
Your company pension or Social Security benefits
may not provide adequate income to maintain your
existing lifestyle. It is essential to anticipate your
retirement needs and begin a disciplined savings
program now to help achieve your goals.
Reduce income taxes. Are you paying the least
amount of income tax necessary?
The
government allows you to take advantage of every
legal "tax break" to reduce your taxes. The most
common deductions are for items such as
mortgage interest, contributions to retirement
plans, and charitable donations.
Under
appropriate circumstances, you may also be able
to carry over losses or expenses from prior tax
years.
Plan for inflation. Is your money hard at work
beating inflation? If the inflation rate is two
percent, you will need an annual wage increase of
at least two percent simply to maintain your buying
power. Once your purchasing power declines, a
lower standard of living could result. In the end, if
inflation starts beating you, you will have less
money to save or spend.
Prepare for unexpected risks. Are you ready for
the unexpected? Life can sometimes throw you a
"curve ball" – that is, an unanticipated risk. For
instance, you or your family could suddenly be
faced with a serious financial hardship due to an
untimely death or disability. Adequate insurance is
the cornerstone of a solid financial plan. It can help
protect you and your family against life’s
unexpected twists.
Planning Makes Perfect
A comprehensive annual review with a qualified
financial professional can help you focus on the
important issues that affect your personal
finances. By faithfully charting your progress – and
making periodic adjustments – you may be on the
road to achieving the future of your dreams.

Advertise in The Ebony Cactus
www.TheEbonyCactus.com
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Coming September 27th 2003
an Ebony Cactus Special Edition
the Los Angeles
Black Business Expo and Trade Show
for edition sponsorship information click here.
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News continued from page 8
“We're very pleased to bring such a respected talk show
host to our viewers,” said Jacoba Atlas, PBS co-chief of
programming. “Tavis' reputation for diverse viewpoints,
alongside the ever-popular and engaging Charlie Rose, will
deliver a strong line-up coast-to-coast of provocative
interviews and high profile guests on PBS late night.”
Neal Kendall will be executive producer of The Tavis
Smiley Show. Mary Mazur will be the KCET executive
producer for KCET. Karen Hunte will be executive in
charge of production for KCET.
(This information was distributed
BlackPR.com/BlackNews.com)

courtesy

of

AMCA continued from page 15
Ethnic Diversity: We talk about minority business
overall. When you talk about minority business
development, the only color that really matters is green. I
have been assisting minority business for 23 years. At one
point I was the acting director of the Maricopa County
Minority and Small Business office. My goal, my passion is
minority business.
Economic diversity:

AMCA is one of those
organizations that is very diverse. Not only ethnically, but in
the make up and size of member companies. We have one
man operations to bigger members like Aztec Engineers
that do millions of dollars a year. These companies no
longer qualify to be certified as DBEs (Disadvantaged
Business Enterprises), however, we have found that these
large companies being involved helps our smaller
companies. For example, on occasion we have small
companies who need mentoring and assistance. These
lager groups can provide that.

BCA continued from page 17
Under the
Rad ar:
Hameed feels
S an D i e g o
A f r i c a n
Americans are
so me wh at
travelling under
the
rad ar
screen. “We
have a small
p o p u l a t io n ,
only seven percent or so. We therefor have to assess and
reassess if these relationships are benefiting us, for we are
not the dominate culture here. What we seek to do is build
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economic development within this border town. What we
are doing is meeting with some of the African American
leadership for the purpose of creating an African American
Wall Street and mall. Imperial Ave, where our offices are,
could be the beginning of this. Our desire is to build
economic development, to show San Diego as a real
model for African American success.”
___________________________________________

USHCC continued from page 23
The more businesses we can create, the more people we
can employ, the more revenues for the local tax base. We
have a lot more in common than not in common. It is very
important for us to be building bridges and bring our two
communities together. If we did, we would have a
combined purchasing power of over one trillion dollars
($1,000,000,000,000). If we got together, we could bring
certain industries to a stand still. We need to leverage this
tremendous buying power to engage corporate America
into reciprocal business relationships.

Reciprocal relationships, an example: We
just established the first ever Hispanic equity fund.
Sponsored by the USHCC it is called Hispania Capital
Partners. We went to Bank Oneto encourage them to
invest in our community and were invited to submit a
private placement memorandum in which they invested 5
million dollars. Shortly there after we engaged Version,
that was looking to enhance their outreach to the minority
community. After reviewing our proposal they invested 10
million dollars. This foundation allowed us to get additional
investments from City Group and others from throughout
the country. We now have a fund worth $66 millon dollars.

Why attend the conference:

We are going to
bring together about 100 buyers from Fortune 500
companies that are looking to do business with minority
owned companies. We are talk about business and
procurement opportunities. We are going to have
workshops on financing and procurement, we are going to
have a procurement networking session and more. We are
going to discuss the ramifications of the recent Supreme
Court decision on Affirmative Action on corporate America.
We are going to have a free Expo on Friday and Saturday
with 250 exhibitors there from Fortune 500 companies.
There will be African American businesses present that are
looking to network for new business opportunities. This is
probably the largest minority business networking
opportunity in the country.

Index
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Why Advertise in The Ebony Cactus
1 . Demographics: Part of the mission of The Ebony Cactus
magazine is to showcase African American businesses to all
who could use their services. The magazine’s format is
simple, open and easy to read. The content is focused on
people and issues that will be both interesting and valuable
to both small and large business. In this case, small
business people include both those whose full time
occupation is their business and those who may have a full
time job, but work their own businesses on the side. These
are large demographics. Free access to the magazine via
the internet also works to increase the number of eyes
viewing the magazine.

Do you sell or lease:
Art
Automobiles

2 . Capacity Building: To “Build Capacity” is to increase a
business’ ability to do more and to overcome barriers to its
growth. One way to accomplish this goal, is to build
synergistic relationships with other successful firms and/or
workers in an industry segment. The Ebony Cactus is a
source of timely and comprehensive information about what
African American businesses are doing and what services
they offer. This information will give you the data you need to
increase the capacity of your business and improve your
ability to grow.

Clothing
Computers
Fitness Services
Health Supplies
Homes/Real Estate

3 . A New Application of Established Technologies :
Unlike a web based Ezine, The Ebony Cactus does not dwell
on the net. Instead, like any print magazine, is sent directly
to the reader. There it resides on their computer desktop just
as a newspaper would reside on the reader’s kitchen table.
From there the magazine can be read at any time. Macintosh
and P.C. users can view it equally well. If so desired, copies
can be made by the reader for their personal use. Add to this
the ability to hyperlink (weblink) directly from the magazine.
Now the direct link to your website can travel with The Ebony
Cactus wherever it goes.

Hotel/Resort Rooms
Leisure Activities
Office Furniture
Office Supplies
Sports

The Ebony Cactus magazine is a powerful source of potent
information for small and large businesses alike. We encourage
you to use this service and allow us to help your business grow.
If you would like to know more, drop us a line at:
publisher@TheEbonyCactus.com. Let us help you Make
It Happen!

Travel/Vacation Services
Etc.?
Our readers tell us they would buy your
products if they knew about you.
Advertise in The Ebony Cactus.

Introducing

Ebony Cactus Professional
Services
for more information, click here.

Index
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In Future Editions of the Ebony Cactus
September 27th 2003:
SPECIAL EDITION!!!
Theme:The 15th Annual Black Business Exposition in Los Angles
With more than 400 exhibitors and tens of thousands of people attending, what better place to take the
pulse of minority business than in Southern California.
Space is available for sponsors or advertisers in this issue: Call 602-821-8191
October 6th 2003:
Theme: Human Resources
Human Resources or HR, is the process that supports your most important resource, your people. This
is no small task in this world of group health insurance, 401Ks and stock options. Even if you have no
employees save your self, aspects of HR still affects how you run your business. They can not be
ignored and must be understood if your are to be success. HR is the focus of this October issue of The
Ebony Cactus magazine. Come along and take a look at how a select group of firms help make the
labyrinth that is HR straight for their clients and perhaps one day, you.
Scheduled Articles:

Creative Human Resource Concepts LLC.
All About people
Triad West

Space is available for sponsors or advertisers in this issue: Call 602-821-8191 Space closes September
27th, 2003.
October 20th, 2003
The Publishing Industry
Space is available for sponsors or advertisers in this issue: Call 602-821-8191 Space closes October 6 ,
2003.
November 6th, 2003
Financial Advisors and Services
Space is available for sponsors or advertisers in this issue: Call 602-821-8191 Space closes October
20th, 2003.
November 20th, 2003
Theme: Policy Makers
Space is available for sponsors or advertisers in this issue: Call 602-821-8191 Space closes November
6th, 2003.
December 6th, 2003
Christmas Edition
Space is available for sponsors or advertisers in this issue: Call 602-821-8191 Space closes November
20th, 2003.
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December 20th, 2003
Year in Review
Space is available for sponsors or advertisers in this issue: Call 602-821-8191 Space closes December
6th, 2003.
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LEGAL
The various incarnations of the internet
are new and exciting vehicles for the distribution of
information. Regrettably, they are still far less than perfect
and not fully controlled or secure. The Ebony Cactus
magazine is distributed only by the website, by e-mail
subscription or by direct e-mail request. The Ebony Cactus
Magazine (TEC) therefor cannot warrant that the function
or operation of The Ebony Cactus magazine Electronic
Document, autoresponder, The Ebony Cactus website or
linked websites will be free of defects, that defects will be
corrected, or that they will be free of viruses or other
harmful elements.
As a visitor to and a user of The Ebony Cactus magazine or
Website, you, in effect, agree that your access will be
subject to the terms and conditions set forth in this legal
notice and that access is undertaken at your own risk. As a
visitor to and user of The Ebony Cactus Website or
Electronic Magazine, you must assume full responsibility
for any costs associated with servicing of equipment used
in connection with use of our site or documents. The
Ebony Cactus magazine shall not be liable for damages of
any kind related to your use of or inability to access the
website or opening the TEC magazine electronic file.
We endeavor to present the most recent, most accurate,
and most reliable information on our E-magazine and
Website at all times. However, there may be occasions
when some of the information featured in The Ebony
Cactus magazine or at theebonycactus.com may contain
incomplete data, typographical errors, or inaccuracies. Any
errors are wholly unintentional. In addition, the opinions of
guest writers are their own and may not reflect the views of
TEC and thus TEC can not be held liable. Please be aware
that we present our content "as is" and make no claims to
its accuracy, either expressed or implied. We reserve the
right to amend errors, make changes to our Website, or to
update our magazine at any time without prior notice. To
the fullest extent permitted by law, The Ebony Cactus
magazine disclaims all warranties, expressed or implied.

How to Receive The
Ebony Cactus
Published twice monthly, The Ebony Cactus (TECH) is a
100% electronic magazine, no hard copies will be available.
To receive it, you need a recent model P.C. or Macintosh
computer equipped with E-mail and Adobe Acrobat
Reader 5.0. Adobe Acrobat Reader 4.0 will work, but some
features will not be available. Copies of The Ebony Cactus
may be accessed in the following manners:
1. E-mail subscription
You may subscribe to the Ebony Cactus by either sending
a subscription request to:
Subscriptions@theebonycactus.com or by clicking the
subscription link found at www.theebonycactus.com
The latest edition will be sent to you twice monthly as an email attachment (see legal). Note, the subscription list is for
the use of TECH only. It will not be sold or distributed to
any outside parties.
There is no subscription cost.
2. Download from the web page
Archived copies of the most recent and past editions of
The Ebony Cactus will be found at
www.theebonycactus.com for download (see legal).
No cost.
3. Send it to a Friend
Knowledge is power. The Ebony Cactus magazine offers
knowledge. Empower your associates.
Tell them.

No part of this magazine may be used for business or
promotional use without a written request and permission
from the Publisher or the Editor.
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